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PRECOURSE SYMPOSIUM
Ileocolonic insertion technique – Colonoscopy without pain, variable stiffness, scope guide, cap, water assistance. Characterization of lesions with enhanced endoscopy. Importance of picture recording in a colonoscopy investigation

LIVE ENDOSCOPY
Colonoscopy and spiral enteroscopy: Technique, diagnosis and therapeutics. Polypectomy, EMR, ESD

13 March 2018

Snares: Options and technique
New developments in polypectomy and EMR
Biopsies, polypectomy, piecemeal EMR, ESD: The pathologist perspective
IBD surveillance: How I do it?
New developments of capsule endoscopy in IBD
Spiral enteroscopy
How to choose and deploy clips
Endoloops: Why and how?
Electrosurgical unit: What I need to know?
Type of solution for subepithelial injection: Does it matter?
Cecostomy: When and how?
Stent placement: How I do it?
APC/RFA: How to choose probe and technique?
Subepithelial lesions: Unroofing or EUS?
Bleeding: Clips, powder or coagulation?
ESD: Why and how we do it?